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Why Illuminated Concepts

Since we opened our doors in 1988, the mission of Illuminated Concepts is to 
always provide an amazing experience for our clients. We provide creative outdoor 
lighting designs, professional installation, and world-class customer service. 

Ways We Achieve This
• We implement the latest innovative and creative lighting design strategies.
• We use high-quality, durable lighting 昀椀xtures and materials, most with 

lifetime warranties. This ensures you and your family can enjoy your en-
hanced outdoor living space for many trouble-free years.

• We utilize craftsmanship installation methods for every one of our lighting 
projects. Our incredible installation teams consistently get raving 5-star 
reviews. 

• We provide great customer service from our professional o昀케ce sta昀昀.
• We o昀昀er ongoing lighting maintenance programs to keep your system look-

ing and operating like new.

The dedicated team at Illuminated Concepts prides itself in ensuring that all of 
our clients receive a professional, stress-free contractor experience. Our priority is 
to keep each project on budget, on-time and provide an amazing experience both 
visually and professionally.

“Thank you for your 昀椀ne craftsmanship...You 
have exceeded our expectations with the level 

of quality that you provided us.”

The Ritz Carlton - Dana Point



How we started

Illuminated Concepts was founded in 1988 by Chuck Evans, our owner and 
Chief Designer. Prior to starting Illuminated Concepts, he began his lighting 

career in New York where he produced and directed innovative stage shows that 
had special e昀昀ects lighting that he also created. Using all his younger creative 
years of lighting experience and his business degree, he started our company 

Illuminated Concepts. Since 1988, Chuck has earned our company a reputation 
for well thought out creative designs and business innovations. 

“We love lighting, it’s the jewelry of the house. Chuck 
came out and discussed his specialty is not on the 
lighting but more on the e昀昀ects of the lighting....”
Brenda - Customer Since 2020



7 Benefits of LED Landscape Lighting

1. Outdoor Lighting Adds to Security 
Security is a byproduct of tastefully designed and installed landscape 
lighting. An unwelcome visitor is much less likely to approach a well-
lit home.

2. Outdoor Lighting Increases Home Value
It is obvious a home that looks elegant at night will add value and 
quicken the home sale. Enjoy the beauty while you live there and take 
it to the bank when you sell.

3. Landscape Lighting Increases Time and Utilization of Outdoor 
Living Spaces
Extend the hours of outdoor use for your family and friends well into 
the evening with patio lighting, Bistro string lighting, and landscape 
accent lighting. Our innovative designs will expand the use and enjoy-
ment of your backyard pool, BBQ and patio areas.  

4. Improving the Neighborhood with Tasteful Landscape Lighting
Outdoor Lighting provides a warm and welcoming gesture for your 
friends and neighbors while adding value to the neighborhood with a 
sense of added curb appeal and pride of ownership.

5. Outdoor Lighting Provides Safety
Eliminate unnecessary falls or injuries. Increase safety at steps and 
pathways with proper illumination in these dark areas.
 
6. Landscape Lighting Extends Your Interior Living Space
This expanded lighted space is experienced every night from inside the 
home. Glass doors and windows turn into dramatic landscape paintings 
if the outdoor lighting design was intentionally designed with this in 
mind. 

7. Outdoor Lighting Adds FREE Real Estate
Many homeowners purchase their property because of the beautiful 
backyards and the views beyond their property. It’s a shame that these 
valuable visual assets disappear into the darkness.



“They went above and beyond to do the best possible 

job. Chuck promised that our house would look like 
a resort once they were 昀椀nished, and he wasn’t kid-

ding. Our house went from being almost totally dark 
outside at night to looking like a fve star resort...”
Laura - Customer Since 2021



“I wanted a landscape lighting company and 

ended up with the PREMIER one in the OC... 
No cookie-cutter designs here...”

Rebecca - Customer Since 2013



Our Lighting Services

Customized Outdoor Lighting Designs

Illuminated Concepts prides itself on award winning landscape lighting design services. We 

have learned a lot in 30+ years of professional landscape lighting design experience. We place 

our highest priority on accenting the unique architectural features and focal points of your 

beautiful home and landscape. Our motto is “we sell e昀昀ects, not just 昀椀xtures.’’ We are lighting 
designers, not 昀椀xtures salespeople. We often suggest creative lighting concepts that our clients 
have never even thought of. Your home will look stunning at night when you choose Illuminat-
ed Concepts as your professional landscape lighting design and installation professionals.

Outdoor Lighting Installation

We have 30+ years of experience in the professional installation of outdoor lighting systems. 

We are licensed and have all the necessary insurances. Our installation process will not disturb 

your home or yard. Our 5 star installation teams will leave your home clean, and you will not 

even know we have been there until nightfall when you see the fantastic transformation of your 
new lightscaped home and yard.

Outdoor Lighting Repair and Service

Since 1988, Illuminated Concepts has o昀昀ered repairs, upgrades, and service contracts that will 
keep your lighting investment up to date and perform like new. 

Ongoing Outdoor Lighting Maintenance

At Illuminated Concepts, we o昀昀er di昀昀erent outdoor lighting maintenance packages ranging 
from simple annual cleaning of the 昀椀xtures, to a complete 100% warranty for all lighting in-

stalled by us. Some packages even include a discount on additional services. We are in this for 
the long run.

Outdoor Audio

Your backyard never sounded so good. A custom outdoor audio system adds a soothing and fun 
atmosphere to your outdoor living space. Our outdoor audio systems are the icing on the cake 
for your outdoor entertainment and enjoyment.

RGB Color Accent Lighting

Add color to life. Custom accent colors will bring spice and fun to your home and yard. Our 

systems can be warm white all year long and will have the ability to change to a speci昀椀ed color 
for holidays and special events.



11 aMAZING CUSTOM EFFECTS

FOR YOUR HOME
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“You might not think that lighting can change 
the whole look of your home but with this com-

pany and their level of expertise it really does.” 

Catherine - Customer Since 2023
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1. Architectural Accent Lighting 
Accent unique architectural features of the home like turrets, peaks, facades, and 
dormers. We also accent features on the 2nd story because unique architecture doesn’t 

stop on the 1st 昀氀oor.
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3. String/Bistro Lighting 
String lighting is a great way to add 

atmosphere and ambient illumination to 

your patio or BBQ gathering areas.

2. Garage Lighting 

This connects the left and right sides of the front 

yard lighting design. It also creates ambient drive-

way lighting and accents garage doors.



4. Path Lighting 
Reduce tripping hazard on walkways and steps, also accents 
color in planters.

5. Pool Area Lighting
Accent water and rockscape features in and around the pool areas.
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“I would recommend this company 

to anyone that is looking for quality 
work and great lighting and sound!”

Miles - Customer Since 2021



6. Moon Lighting 

Create a dappling of light and darkness 
while also creating soft ambient lighting.

“Illuminated Concepts did a fantastic job of installing string lights for our 

business. The whole time through everyone was super helpful and quick 
to respond and they made a last minute change without a problem. I 

know we will be using them for all future projects. “
DP - Customer Snce 2022

This company is over the top amazing! Chuck is exceptional at how he decides 
where each light will be placed. He even made his own lights for some dense 

plants we have around my pool. His employees were very respectful and hard 

working. This is the only company you should trust to light your landscape.
Michelle - Customer Snce 2021
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8 8. Inside Out Lighting
Dramatically expand interior living spaces by creating 

nighttime landscape paintings outside windows and doors.

7. Shadow Lighting
Create a textured e昀昀ect on walls and facades.
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9.Patio Lighting 
Increase utilization of patio and BBQ 
areas with properly designed patio 

lighting.

10. Free Real Estate Lighting 
With 昀椀xtures strategically placed on 
the property, you can dramatically 

extend your yard by accenting fea-

tures beyond the yard such as trees 

and slope areas.



11. Fountain Lighting 
Create a rippling e昀昀 ect with under-
water lighting and accent fountain 

features.

12. RGB Lighting
Program any color scheme you want. 

Choose warm white or a variety of 

colors to match your favorite holiday 

or special occasion.
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For more e昀昀 ects see our 
gallery by scanning here!
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DESIGN & INSTALLATIONDESIGN & INSTALLATION
949-455-9914

www.OClights.com        
info@oclights.com

23011 Moulton Pkwy #G7, Laguna Hills. CA 92653

“If you are looking for the best in outside lighting - look no further.  You can hire any company to do lighting but do 
they stand behind their work, do they maintain and repair at a reasonable price, are they good at responding to your 
calls, do they make you feel like a valued customer even years later? Illuminated Concepts DOES!  Call them now!” 

-Joyce S. Customer Since 2014


